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ABSTRACT

Globalization has triggered many new ways for companies to improve their business performance and stay competitive in the marketplace. Initially most companies strengthen their capability and competence towards developing competitive differentiation through continuous innovation to stay competitive and build sustainable brand image for their products and services. Over the mid-twentieth century, the information technology has made manifold advance proving scope for the companies to access the market information, carry out data analytics to meet their corporate requirements, and to derive right business decision for developing right competitive strategies. Accordingly, the new approaches of decision support systems have emerged and companies are interestingly adapting to the new environment of information analysis. The Big Data, business analytics, and business intelligence approaches have enveloped the business-to-business and business-to-customer industries as a strong decision making tool of the twenty-first century. This chapter discusses the state-of-art approaches and their impact on market competitiveness of the companies.

INTRODUCTION

Globalization has driven tremendous entrepreneurial dynamism in the marketplace down-to the bottom-of-the-pyramid of the market strata causing bi-directional movements of business forces. Most multinational companies are aiming at expanding their business activities in the local markets, while the enterprises operating at the niche are trying to go beyond territorial boundaries. Consequently, the marketplace today has been congested with the overflowing brands, corporate interventions, instability in demand, and chaos in making business decisions. Every company, irrespective of its operational size and investment,
is competing today for improving its performance and stay competitive in the marketplace. Decision making has turned complicated for the companies as the uncertainties in the market increased discretely across the destination in the world. The term decision making has become more stakeholder oriented among the firms since the mid-twentieth century. Indeed decision terminology was imported from public administration into the business world as it was needed to treat decision making more bureaucratically to manage the result oriented strategies of the companies to gain the competitive lead. Further decision making incorporated the terms like resource allocation and policy making, shifting the managerial thought process, and the role toward a series of interlinked actions that envelopes any decision in a company. Yet, decision making in business emerges out of a conventional process to a broad competitive market pursuit, putting the managers of a company on pretest to implement the decision in a controlled situation, measure the results, and take the business decisions at the macro level across the markets and consumer segments. All business decision needs to be calculated meticulously for the potential risks along with an indulging human behavior. The advances in technology that support the cognitive processes have improved the decision making in complex business situations. The business decisions today are largely supported by scientific data analytics than subjective judgments. The data based decision support systems are reliable provided the quality of data is acceptable and has passed through the reliability tests. Such information analysis could lead executives to make well-enough decisions and test the decision-response matrices before implementing the decisions at macro level (Buchanan and O’Connell, 2006)

Making appropriate decision in the changing market environment is an up-hill challenge for most companies especially when there is paucity of information and the available data is not of adequate quality. Market information analysis for decision making is subject to the quality of the data and when it comes to support business decisions, it is difficult to build the value of managers’ experience and intuition around the business analytics process as they are based on qualitative parameters. Internet has given the sporadic access to the market information system in small quantities, which attracts most researchers and managers to use the information for making arbitrary decisions. However, it would be reckless to make a business decision based on isolated information without attempting to draw some meaningful inferences from the larger data sets spread across the temporal and spatial parameters. As the intensive use of cross-company spatial and temporal data in decision-making is growing among the companies since the last decade of twentieth century, this process leads to better decisions and improved business performance. One academic study cited in this report found that, controlling for other variables, firms that emphasize decision-making based on data and analytics have performed 5-6 percent above the average performance. However, still many regional and small firms rely on conventional measures, managerial intuitions, and experience for decision-making. Though there is a direct connection between data-driven decision-making and firm performance, the quality of decisions largely depends on the size of the data-sets and its reliability indicators. The approach to Big Data has provided the companies, opportunity to analyze and interpret the segments of information for decision-making. The Big Data is distinguished by its large volume, reliability, and availability across the information channels. The current trend in the global marketplace shows that companies have growing preferences for data analytics and data-driven decisions despite the problems of data accessibility and choosing the right analytics process. Some companies believe that management decisions based purely on intuition or experience are increasingly regarded as suspicious, while most companies consider that management decisions are increasingly based on hard analytic information to derive competitive strategies. A large number of